Rio flush fit windows


Windows. Reinvented for modern life.

www.rehau.uk/rio
At REHAU we engineer progress and are dedicated to enhancing the lives of our customers throughout the UK. This drives us forward to believe, achieve, and be a leader in our industry – now and in the future. Building on our past successes, gives us a forward-thinking perspective for continued success.
Reinvented for modern life.
Rio flush fit windows

When it comes to design features and sophisticated styling, the Rio flush fit window is in a class of its own.

The windows have been specifically designed so that the opening sash of your window sits flush with the outer frame, giving a unique sleek and seamless appearance.

As with all REHAU windows, safety, security and longevity of your windows is paramount. Your Rio flush fit windows benefit from enhanced noise reduction, energy efficiency and are easy to maintain, keeping your windows looking good throughout their lifetime.

**Attention to detail**

Not only does the Rio flush fit window authentically replicate the features of a traditional timber window, it also compliments more modern homes perfectly with their clear lines and minimalist appearance. This truly sets the Rio flush fit window aside in terms of look, suitability, safety and longevity.
Stay safe with Rio

Your home is the heart of family life, and knowing it is secure and protected is important.

Rio flush fit windows offer a range of benefits to enhance your home, family and the environment.

What do Rio flush fit windows offer?
A colour for all

A beautiful array of colour options and combinations present you with a range to suit any home style and décor preference.

Choosing Rio flush fit will add a touch of timeless style. Modern materials and a rich spectrum of colour options combine to offer a window with style and sophistication at its heart. From the traditional and highly textured Turner Oak, to the modern Anthracite Grey, you will find the perfect match for your home.

1. Grained both sides, available on Grey Base Profile  
2. Authentic textured wood finish by Woodec.
A style suited to you

Our stylish and elegant Rio flush fit creates an inspired modern look, creating a seamless alternative to aluminium as well as authentically replicating features of a traditional timber window, without compromising the care and attention that you have already given to your home.

**An option for everyone**
Create your own look with the option of three jointing methods to add that quality finish to your windows:

- **Fully-welded joint**
  - Inside
  - Outside

- **Full mechanical joint**
  - Inside
  - Outside

- **MechWeld joint**
  - Inside
  - Outside

**Choose from 3 jointing options**
Sustainability

As a manufacturer, REHAU is conscious of the impact their actions have on people and the environment. The use of recycled materials is one of REHAU’s strategic objectives and we are committed in supporting that objective by leading change in attitudes and accessibility of recycling.

Excellent sustainability
By making our own processes more efficient and creating new opportunities for recycling, our aim is to make it as easy as possible for everyone to make the responsible choice of using recycled products.

In 2014, recycling business PVCR Ltd was welcomed into the REHAU group and has since benefited from significant investment in its recycling equipment. This has enabled the processing of over 13,000 tonnes of post-consumer windows and doors per year.
97,000 tonnes of CO₂ saved per year